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The need to transfer human biological materials (HBMs) across national boundaries has become increasingly important in view of increased
biobank and commercial activities globally. In light of South Africa (SA)’s history of colonisation and racial discrimination, coupled with
well-known instances of exploitation of research participants in the developing world, it is critical that the management of HBMs from and
to other jurisdictions is explored and regulated. Material transfer agreements (MTAs) represent an important point of departure in such a
process. This article explores the need for a uniform MTA in SA and discusses some aspects of the recently gazetted national MTA, which
provides a framework that can serve as a safeguard for cross-border transfer of HBMs in the absence of the National Health Act’s chapter
8 regulations in this regard.
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The need to transfer human biological materials (HBMs) across
national boundaries has become increasingly important in the light
of increased biobank and commercial activities globally. Biobank
research provides for significant and accelerated improvements in the
understanding of health, diseases, and the effectiveness, efficiency, safety
and quality of preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic interventions.[1]
In view of South Africa (SA)’s history of colonisation and racial
discrimination, coupled with well-known instances of exploitation
of research participants in the developing world, it is critical that the
management of HBMs from and to other jurisdictions is cautiously
scrutinised and regulated. A generally accepted way in which this can
be achieved is with the systematic use of material transfer agreements
(MTAs). While in SA HBMs are governed by chapter 8 of the National
Health Act 61 of 2003 (NHA),[2] there are no regulations governing
biobanks and the cross-border transfer of HBMs, except for those
relating to applications for import and export permits.[3]
The purpose of MTAs is to facilitate the exchange of HBMs and
associated data between researchers/institutions, as well as to safeguard
the interests of research participants, researchers and their institutions.
Conventionally, an MTA typically sets out the uses of the material, the
quality of the material, terms and conditions under which the material
may be used, third-party transfers, benefit-sharing mechanisms, and
intellectual property rights and other legal and/or regulatory policies or
guidelines that need to be considered.[4] In SA, the Health Professions
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Council of South Africa[5] and the National Department of Health
guidelines on Ethics in Health Research (National Ethical Guidelines)[6]
require the conclusion of MTAs before HBMs are transferred out
of SA. The National Ethical Guidelines (section 3.5.2.3) in addition
state that ‘where data or materials are shared with researchers in
other institutions, the recipient institution should agree to comply
with the requirements of the donor institution’, as well as with ‘any
additional requirements of the recipient institution’. The National
Ethical Guidelines recommend that these inter-institutional sharing
agreements are confirmed in writing.
The purpose of this article is to explore the need for a uniform
MTA in SA and to discuss some aspects of the recently gazetted
national MTA.[7] The point of the article is not to address complex
legal and philosophical debates relating to the transfer of HBMs, but
to provide a factual analysis of the current situation with regard to
HBMs in SA.

Why a need for MTAs?

Research using HBMs should have societal benefits and contribute
to public health objectives.[1] It was common practice for researchers
to share research materials freely, as scientific research relies, inter
alia, on the ability of researchers to replicate and test published
research results. In the context of health research, such an exercise
would require access to the relevant biological material and/or
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information derived therefrom. The increasing gap between basic
research and commercial developments has led to more pronounced
efforts to capitalise on novel research leading to, among others, new
commercially viable genes, cell lines, reagents or antibodies, which
in turn rely on access to HBMs and associated data. Genome and
genetic resources are specifically targeted for public and private
investment funding to enable further discovery of gene regulation
or function. However, vexing questions have emerged, e.g. who
will own or control these downstream discoveries,[8] the type of
consent for secondary use of HBMs, who will share the benefits
resulting from these studies, how disputes are to be resolved should
they arise, and the power imbalances in international collaborative
research. In addition, the reality is that exploitation of research
participants/donors in health research in SA does occur. Empirical
evidence has confirmed that HBMs were leaving the country without
export permits and MTAs during international collaborative research
in both investigator-initiated and industry-driven clinical trials.[9]
Furthermore, the African context needs to be understood, including
the fact that deep significance is attached to blood and HBMs by
black African communities.[10,11] Despite these concerns, MTAs that
have standardly been used in SA so far have typically lacked ethical
safeguards, do not address concerns specific to SA,[12] and have
restricted protections in that they derive from strict legal principles
only. This is not sufficient for SA settings. The evidence demonstrates
that more needs to be done in order to effectively protect local
donors and institutions when the cross-border transfer of HBMs
is contemplated.[9,10,11,13] Furthermore, the Protection of Personal
Information Act 4 of 2013 (POPI)[14] explicitly states that personal
information may only be transferred to a foreign country if that
country offers similar protections in respect of personal information
and the transfers thereof, as envisaged by the Act. Currently no
uniformity or standardisation exists as each institution chooses to
utilise its own/sponsor-preferred MTA. For over a decade there have
been calls by concerned parties, including meetings attended by
some of the authors of this article and convened by the Department
of Science and Technology, for a uniform MTA for SA that takes into
consideration our ethical and sociocultural context.
Universities in SA are under increasing pressure to generate income
from sources other than government subsidies. Many research
institutions have technology transfer or research offices specifically
dedicated to managing research grant applications and related matters.
Applications for ethical clearance are routinely reviewed by health
research ethics committees (HRECs) at these institutions. Researchers
and students generally lack the relevant legal knowledge to enter into
legal agreements and complete research ethics applications without
assistance from either an HREC, a relevant technology transfer office
(TTO) or a research office. This centralisation of contract services
in a technology transfer or research services office is often criticised
for leading to delays and conflicts between the interests of research
participants, researchers and their institutions.[15] Moreover, research
offices or TTOs may struggle to balance conflicting mandates, e.g. to
commercialise research at their institutions to achieve financial returns
on investments and to promote the desired community-level sharing of
materials, data[16] and benefits.

The SA National MTA

In July 2018, the National Department of Health gazetted a Material
Transfer Agreement of Human Biological Materials (SA MTA)[7]
for use in research or clinical trials under the auspices of HRECs as
regulated by the NHA. The SA MTA is founded on the principles of
justice, fairness and dignity, in line with the principles of the World
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Medical Association’s Declaration of Taipei on Ethical Considerations
Regarding Health Databases and Biobanks[1] and the Council for
International Association of Medical Scientists guidelines,[17] and in
keeping with international best practices. Some aspects of the MTA
are discussed below.

The SA MTA as a framework

The SA MTA[7] is applicable when materials (HBMs and data) are
transferred outside SA for health research purposes, which includes
biobank research. The objective of the MTA is to set out a framework/
template within which the parties engage in the transfer, use and
other processing of the materials. This means that the SA MTA
provides guidance on specific ethicolegal principles that must be
respected when cross-border transfer takes place. While the cover
page to the SA MTA indicates that ‘All the providers and recipients
of the biological material for use in research or clinical trials under
the auspices of the Health Research Ethics Committees shall use the
Materials Transfer Agreement of human Biological Materials [sic]’,
clause 1 of the SA MTA explicitly states that the ‘objective of this
Agreement is to set out a framework within which the Parties will
engage in the transfer, use and other processing of the Materials ...’.
The intention of the SA MTA is therefore not to prescribe its use
verbatim, but rather to serve as a uniform, national template.

Parties to the SA MTA and the role of the HREC

The SA MTA refers to an HREC (required by law to be registered
with the SA National Health Research Ethics Council in terms of
section 73 of the NHA), the Providing Institution (provider) and the
Recipient Institution (recipient), as parties to the agreement.
It may be argued that the HREC is not a separate legal entity
and hence is unable to enter into such an agreement. The question
whether HRECs should be part of such agreements is best addressed
by referring to the HREC’s role and responsibility with regard to the
review and approval of research protocols that require the transfer
of HBMs. Firstly, HRECs are ideally situated within research institu
tions to provide the required oversight to ensure that the ethicolegal
requirements of MTAs are complied with and adequately monitored,
while also making sure that scientific progress is not stifled. Moreover,
although there is no general legal duty of care recognised in SA,[18,19]
except when there is a special relationship between the duty-bearer and
another person, such as doctor v. patient, parent v. child, teacher v. pupil
or police officer v. citizen, such a special relationship exists between an
HREC and a research participant.[20] One of the main purposes of an
HREC is to ensure that adequate protections are in place for research
participants when health research is contemplated. Inversely and by
analogy, it may be argued that an HREC owes research participants a
reasonable duty of care and may hence be held liable for harm resulting
to research participants through negligently conducted research, if
such a committee failed to take the necessary reasonable steps to
prevent reasonably foreseeable harm or injury to research participants.
In the Canadian Supreme Court judgment of Weiss v. Solomon,[21]
the family of a research participant who suffered a cardiac arrest and
died subsequent to an angiogram as part of a research study sued the
principal investigator, the hospital and a physician who referred the
deceased to the study. The court held the primary investigator and
hospital liable. The liability against the hospital was based, in part,
on the fact that the HREC of the hospital had approved the research
protocol and the consent form that the court found to be deficient.
An institution that has established an HREC will be vicariously liable
for negligent conduct by its HRECs with regard to ethical reviews that
caused foreseeable harm to a participant.[20]
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SA, too, has seen litigation where the HREC is mentioned in
proceedings after granting ethics approval to a pharmaceutical
research project. In Venter v Roche Products (Pty) Ltd,[22] a full bench
of the Western Cape High Court considered whether the plaintiff,
Mr Venter, was entitled to compensation for non-medical costs such
as pain and suffering, loss of income and general damages, even
though the HREC-reviewed informed consent document specifically
excluded such claims. In this case, the High Court clearly placed
responsibility for protecting the interests of research participants
(such as whether and to what extent they receive compensation and
whether this was in the participant informed consent documentation)
squarely on the shoulders of the HREC: the HREC grants ethics
approval in terms of section 73(2)(b) to ‘protocol[s] [that] meet
the ethical standards of that health research ethics committee’. It is
possible to deduce that in the same way compensation for researchrelated injuries was regarded by the court as an ethical issue, so too in
the future the existence and contents of an MTA will be regarded by
the courts as ethically relevant. Therefore, HRECs will have to ensure
that MTAs are in place and that they conform to the norms and
standards set out in the NHA and the National Ethical Guidelines.
The HREC is directly involved in reviewing protocols, and is
closest in proximity to the material transfer process (clause 6). The
SA MTA[7] (clause 6) includes provisions that speak directly to
the ethical safeguards for HBMs and data, and HREC oversight is
emphasised throughout the document. The HREC often becomes
involved in negotiating and resolving disputes as a first point of
reference for ethical concerns that may arise. It is to be noted that
the Draft R&D Blueprint MTA developed by the WHO for severe
emergency disease with potential to create a public health emergency
indicates that ‘in some cases it may be desirable to include a suitable
third party in MTAs to act as a neutral party to ensure negotiation
in good faith and an unbiased implementation’.[23] An HREC should
have no vested interest in the research process. It acts to protect and
balance the interests of research participants and local researchers
with scientific research pursuits, and hence it is submitted that it is
well placed to sign off on the MTA.

Custodianship and ownership

The SA MTA[7] (clause 3.3) stipulates that the providing institute
is custodian of the materials. The concept of custodianship has
been supported where HBMs are concerned.[24-26] There have
been incidents in the past where disputes arose between local
researchers and institutions outside SA where these institutions
claimed ownership of the materials and associated data after transfer
took place, resulting in local researchers being unable to access the
materials.[27] In addition, there have been several recorded disputes
with regard to ownership of HBMs outside SA.[28-36] Allowing the
providing institute to remain custodian of the materials allows for the
caretaking obligation for materials, as well as the obligation to protect,
guard and maintain, from initial collection to final distribution of
research findings. It endorses key practices and operating principles
for responsible oversight of materials collected for research and
ensures transparency in research, fairness to research participants,
and shared responsibility among all stakeholders involved in the
research.[25] According to the SA MTA,[7] donors remain owners of
their materials. This is in line with the Regulations 180 (section 7) on
the ‘General control of human bodies, tissues, blood, blood products
and gametes’,[37] which suggests that a donor’s rights in his/her HBMs
are not completely relinquished when HBMs are donated. The same
Regulations make provision for the acquisition of exclusive rights in
deceased bodies or human tissue, blood or gametes (donated in terms
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of the NHA and any of the regulations) by a person upon receipt
of such bodies and tissue (section 26), provided that these bodies
or tissue are used for the purposes for which they were donated.
Although the purpose of a tissue donation need not be expressly
stated, tissue may only be donated for the specific outlined purposes
in the Regulations. Consequently, a tissue donor retains proprietary
control over the directed donation in the sense that his/her tissue may
not be used for other than the prescribed purposes. ‘Exclusive rights’
in this sense should hence not be equated with ownership per se. SA
and African communities attach great importance to their blood and
blood products.[10,38] In accordance with our current ethicoregulatory
framework, donors therefore retain certain controls over the use
of their materials, even after informed consent has been obtained
for their use. Donors can request the deletion or destruction of the
data/HBMs and can withdraw from a research project or object
to their materials being used, which all underscores the fact that
the donors’ ownership rights in their materials are not completely
relinquished and that donorship for specific purposes in itself is not
an unconditional contribution. This is also in accordance with the
provisions of Condition 8 of POPI (section 23-25).[14]

Benefits and benefit sharing

Examples of benefits are provided in the SA MTA[7] (clause 2.2) and
include (but are not limited to) the sharing of information, use of
research results, publication rights, the transfer of technology, and
capacity building. It also provides for local researchers to benefit from
joint publications by stipulating that publications need to be in line
with internationally accepted ethical norms (clause 14). Historically,
local research participants and local researchers received few to no
benefits in exchange for their contributions to scientific discovery.[9]
While the SA MTA includes benefit sharing as a principle, it does not
prescribe what the benefit should entail, or that benefit sharing must
take place. It does, however, state that this should be discussed and
negotiated prior to transfer.

Secondary uses

The SA MTA[7] (clause 2.17) defines secondary uses as ‘the use
of the Materials for health research purposes other than the uses
determined in the approved protocol’. The justification for the
approval of secondary uses by an HREC is that as secondary uses of
materials are included in ‘health research’ as contemplated by section
1 of the NHA, and as all HRECs are required to review and approve
all health research proposals and protocols, approval for secondary
uses of material must be obtained from an HREC. Clause 10.3 of
the SA MTA states that ‘[t]he Provider must submit the informed
consent form for Secondary Uses of the Material to the HREC should
the need arise for Secondary Use’. This is specific to secondary uses
related to the research project for which the materials will be used in
accordance with the conditions stipulated in the MTA. This clause
does not include the secondary use of materials into perpetuity. In
addition, if it is impracticable or impossible to obtain re-consent
from the donor, the HREC will make a considered determination
and review and approve all secondary uses as indicated in clause 6
of the MTA.

Dispute settlement

That disputes arise during the course of and even after a research
project has been finalised/terminated/completed is a reality. The
processes with regard to dispute settlement in the SA MTA are
multilayered, consisting of informal and then more formal processes.
As a last resort, an action may be instituted in an SA court, unless the
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dispute is agreed by the parties to be resolved by arbitration in terms
of a separate arbitration agreement (clause 11). Should any dispute
arise and the jurisdiction be outside SA, local researchers, donors
and institutions may not be able to afford to attend the proceedings.
This requirement is also in keeping with standards prescribed by
Western counterparts; e.g. in terms of its dispute resolution processes,
UK Biobank specifically outlines that any unresolved dispute is to be
mediated at the London Court of International Arbitration and that
the language used will be English.[39] It may be argued that arbitration
proceedings weaken the dispute resolution process somewhat, in
that such an arbitration process may occur outside SA. However, the
parties must agree to an arbitration process being instituted. Should
an agreement on this issue not be reached, an action may be instituted
in an SA court.

Conclusions

The SA MTA, like most legal documents, is not perfect, but it does
provide a framework that can serve as a safeguard for cross-border
transfer of HBMs in the absence of chapter 8 regulations in this
regard. Justice and fairness, two key ethical principles in research, are
reinforced by the SA MTA. Furthermore, the SA MTA’s provisions
are entrenched in the fundamental principle of human dignity, a
principle integral to health research ethics. SA is well known for
taking the lead in protecting participants in research.[40] The SA MTA
is a fitting example of such a safeguard.
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